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Abstract—We propose a novel passivity-based stabilization con-
trol framework for a certain class of nonholonomic mechanical
systems. First, we derive the notion of passive configuration
decomposition, which enables us to configuration-level decompose
the system’s Lagrange-D’Alembert dynamics into two systems,
each evolving on their respective configuration spaces and also in-
dividually inheriting Lagrangian structure and passivity from the
original dynamics. We then propose passivity-based time-varying
and passivity-based switching control schemes, which, by utilizing
some control actions defined on each of the configuration spaces
of the two systems and also their interplay with the nonholo-
nomic constraint, can achieve stabilization while exploiting the
nonlinear dynamics of the decomposed dynamics. We also provide
conditions under which the passive configuration decomposition
is possible; establish an equivalence between certain conditions
for the proposed controls and kinematic controllability; and
elucidate robustness property of the proposed controls based
on passivity. Finally, examples are provided along with their
simulation and experimental results to illustrate the theory.

I. INTRODUCTION

Passivity, rooted on the principle of energy conservation and
often stated as the cerebrated condition that Ṁ(q)− 2C(q, q̇)
is skew-symmetric [1], where M ∈ <n×n, C ∈ <n×n, q ∈ <n
are respectively the inertia and Coriolis matrices and the con-
figuration with n being the degree-of-freedom (DOF), is one of
the most fundamental properties of robotic or any mechanical
systems. This passivity property, hold both for linear and
nonlinear mechanical systems, has been a crucial tool for
robot control, as it allows control designers to exploit the
nonlinear dynamics of robotic systems, instead of attempting
to completely cancel out and replace it by linear dynamics
(e.g., computed torque control, feedback linearization [1], [2]).
This then necessarily results in improved robustness of the
controller. Further, with its storage function often serving
as a basis for Lyapunov function construction, this passivity
property has also been instrumental to enforce stability of the
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closed-loop system in a robust manner, either when the robot
is operating alone or interacting with exogenous objects and
environments (with compatible supply rate and under certain
observability conditions [3], [4]).

Many important topics in robotics have been substantially
benefited by this passivity-based control framework, including
manipulator motion control [5], [6], interaction control [7],
[8], under-actuated robots [9], [10], flexible manipulators [11],
[12], robot hand [13], biped walking [14], teleoperation [15],
[16], and even aerial robots [17], with the references by no
means intended to be exhaustive. See also [18], [19]. One
topic, which is rather surprisingly missing from this long list of
the passivity-based control application, is the feedback control
of nonholonomic mechanical systems1, for which many pow-
erful techniques have been proposed, yet, the majority of them
are based on specific control forms (e.g., normal form, power
form, chained form, etc.), that can be attained typically only
by using feedback linearization (i.e., cancellation of open-loop
nonlinear dynamics) and state transformation (e.g., [20], [21],
[22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28]). Some rare exceptions
for this are [29], [30], [31]. See also [32], [33], [34], [35], [36],
[37], [38], [39], where the nonlinear dynamics is utilized, yet,
only open-loop control or controllability analysis is studied for
the nonholonomic mechanical systems.

In this paper, we propose a novel passivity-based stabiliza-
tion control framework for nonholonomic mechanical systems.
More specifically, inspired by [40], [41], [42], we consider
the nonholonomic mechanical systems with the following
properties: 1) its configuration space M ≈ <n has the
product structure M = S ×R with its configuration given by
q = (s, r) ∈ M, s ∈ S ≈ <n−m, r ∈ R ≈ <m; 2) its inertia
metric M(r) is a function of only r ∈ R; 3) its nonholonomic
constraint is Pfaffian and a function of only r ∈ R, yet, acts
only on S; and 4) it does not exhibit any geometric phase from
r to s (i.e., nonholonomic connection Aloc(r) = 0) [40], [41].
Although may sound restrictive, these properties are in fact
shared by many practically important nonholonomic systems,
including wheeled mobile robots [43], mobile manipulators
[44], beanies [42], hopping robots [2], vertical coins [41], etc.
We also confine ourselves in this paper to local coordinate
description of the nonholonomic mechanical systems with no
further assumptions made other than those as stated above.
How to extend the results to global geometry in a coordinate-
free manner is a topic for future research, for which the

1In this paper, we use the term “nonholonomic mechanical systems”
for robotic systems, whose evolution is given by (second-order) Lagrange-
D’Alembert equation in contrast to (first-order) kinematic control equation.



geometric setting based on the principal bundle structure and
group invariance in [40], [41] would be instrumental.

Then, extending nonholonomic passive decomposition [29],
[45], we show that, for the nonholonomic mechanical system
with the above properties, its Lagrange-D’Alembert dynamics
can be decomposed into: 1) the νs-dynamics on S, where
νs characterizes the velocity of ṡ respecting the nonholo-
nomic constraint on S; 2) the ṙ-dynamics on R free from
the nonholonomic constraint; and 3) skew-symmetric (i.e.,
passive) coupling between them, with the evolution of s ∈ S
being affected by the ṙ-dynamics only via the dynamic phase
[40], [32], while also preserving the Lagrange structure and
passivity property of the original dynamics. This notion of
decomposition is stronger than the nonholonomic passive
decomposition [29] or standard passive decomposition [46],
as it is configuration-level decomposition (i.e., into S and R),
whereas the other decompositions are in general only velocity-
level (or tangent space) decomposition (with the decomposed
distributions not necessarily integrable). Due to this, we call
the decomposition proposed here passive configuration de-
composition.

This passive configuration decomposition substantially fa-
cilitates our stabilization control design: 1) we can apply stan-
dard configuration-based control techniques (e.g., trajectory
tracking, potential field [47], [48]) on S and R separately
and individually, although their interplay through the nonholo-
nomic constraint should be carefully analyzed; 2) we can attain
passivity-based control by utilizing the Lagrange structure and
passivity of the decomposed systems, thereby, substantially
improving the controller robustness as compared to other
cancellation-based approaches (see Sec. IV-D); and 3) we can
render the system potentially more favorable for control design
with the direct control for both the decomposed systems as
opposed to the other approaches, where some (transformed)
states typically are controlled indirectly by driving other states
(e.g., via holonomy [49]).

Using this passive configuration decomposition, we then
propose the following two novel stabilization control schemes:
1) passivity-based time-varying control, where the damping in-
jection and persistency of excitation condition enforce the state
to stabilize to a desired configuration; and 2) passivity-based
switching control, where, by transversing between (separated)
switching submanifolds with the damping dissipation ensuring
the decrease of stabilization error, the state can eventually
converge to a desired configuration. For both of them, we
provide practical stopping criteria similar in [24], [28]. We also
establish the equivalence between the persistency of excitation
condition, the switching submanifold separation condition, and
the kinematic controllability in the sense of Chow [2]; and
also elucidate the robustness of the proposed passivity-based
control schemes along with some preliminary ideas for their
robustification.

For some readers familiar with geometric mechanics, it
would also be worthwhile to mention that, although having
been derived from different perspectives with emphasis on
passivity [15], [46], [29], our passive configuration decom-
position is similar to the vertical-horizontal decomposition of
[40], [41], with S and R serving the roles similar to the
group orbit and the base space. However, for our case, the

nonholonomic connection, whose presence is typically pivotal
for the developments in [40], [41] and subsequently, e.g., in
[33], [34], [39], [50], vanishes (i.e., Aloc(r) = 0), constituting
a “dual” case of principal kinematic case. This is crucial for
our configuration-level decomposition, since, only with that
“connection” vanished, the νs-dynamics and the ṙ-dynamics
can be decomposed into their respective configuration spaces,
S and R. This notion of configuration decomposition and,
further, the aspects related to passivity, which is central for our
feedback control synthesis, are not explored at all in [40], [41].
Control results based on [40], [41] have also been restricted
only to open-loop motion planning (e.g., [32], [33], [38], [39])
or stabilization to relative equilibria (e.g., [51]), instead of that
to a desired configuration as attained here.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The class of
nonholonomic mechanical systems to be studied is introduced
in Sec. II. Passive configuration decomposition is developed
in Sec. III and a condition when this decomposition is granted
also given there. Passivity-based time-varying and switching
control schemes are then designed in Sec. IV, with the
equivalence between their certain conditions and kinematic
controllability established and their robustness property and
the idea of robustification also elucidated. Illustrative examples
with simulation and experimental results are then provided in
Sec. V. Summary and some comments on future research are
given in Sec. VI.

Conference version of this paper was presented in [52].
However, the equivalence among the conditions for the
passivity-based controls and the kinematic controllability (Sec.
IV-C), the robustness analysis and the preliminary ideas for
robustification (Sec. IV-D), and the fully-detailed illustrative
examples with simulation and experimental results (Sec. Sec.
V) are all given in this manuscript for the first time.

II. PRELIMINARY

Let us start with the dynamics of nonholonomic mechanical
systems, consisting of 1) nonholonomic Pfaffian constraint:

A(q)q̇ = 0 (1)

and 2) Lagrange-D’Alembert equation of motion:

M(q)q̈ + C(q, q̇)q̇ +AT (q)λ = τ + f (2)

where q, q̇, τ, f ∈ <n are the configuration, velocity, control,
and external force, M,C ∈ <n×n are the inertia and Coriolis
matrices with Ṁ − 2C being skew-symmetric, A(q) ∈ <p×n
(p ≤ n) defines the nonholonomic constraint, and AT (q)λ
is the constraint force, whose magnitude is specified by the
Lagrange multiplier λ ∈ <p. Here, we (locally) identify the
system’s configuration space M by q ∈ <n (i.e., M ≈ <n).
We also assume that the nonholonomic constraint (1) is smooth
and regular (i.e. rankA(q) = p for all q). This modeling (1)-
(2) is applicable to multiple nonholonomic systems as well,
by combining their individual dynamics and constraints into
their product configuration space.

In this paper, we also assume the following properties for
(1)-(2): 1) the system’s configuration spaceM can be endowed
with the product structure s.t.

M = S ×R



with q := [s; r], s ∈ <n−m and r ∈ <m, where we use
the notation [x; y] := [xT , yT ]T ; 2) its inertia metric is a
function of only r ∈ R (or cyclic w.r.t. r [21]), that is,
M(q) = M(r) and C(q, q̇) = C(r, q̇) for (2); and 3) the
nonholonomic Pfaffian constraint (1) is also a function of only
r ∈ R and acts only on S, that is,

A(q)q̇ =
[
As(r) 0p×m

]
q̇ = As(r)ṡ = 0 (3)

with As(r) ∈ <p×(n−m) being full row-rank. These properties
are often easy identify in many practically-important systems
(see Sec. V). This class of systems is similar, yet, slightly more
restricted than that of [40], [42] (i.e., mechanical systems with
principal fiber bundle structure and Lie group symmetry for
the Lagrangian and nonholonomic constraint along each fiber),
since, here, A(r) acts only on S, yet, there, A(r) can act
both on R and S. Even so, this class still encompasses many
practically important and interesting systems (e.g. differential
wheeled mobile robot [43], mobile manipulator [44], beanie
[42], hopping robot [2], vertical coin [41], etc). See Sec. V.

With this structure, we can write the unconstrained distri-
bution for (1)-(2) by:

D(r) := span

[
Ds(r) 0

0 Im×m

]
(4)

where span ? is the span of the column vectors of ?, and
Ds(r) ∈ <(n−m)×(n−m−p) defines the unconstrained dis-
tribution on S s.t. As(r)Ds(r) = 0. Here, since A(q) is
regular and smooth as assumed above, so are D and Ds with
rank[D(r)] = n − p and rank[Ds(r)] = n −m − p ∀r ∈ R
respectively. We can then write q̇ s.t.

q̇ =

(
ṡ
ṙ

)
=

[
Ds(r) 0

0 Im×m

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:S′(r)∈<n×(n−p)

(
ν′s
ṙ

)
(5)

where ν′s ∈ <n−m−p encodes the (permissible) velocity on S
respecting the nonholonomic constraint (1). Here, note that,
due to the symmetry, S′(r) is only a function of r. Also,
span[Ds(r); 0] and span[0; Im×n] define distributions (i.e.,
subset of velocity or tangent space TqM at q), which are
orthogonal to each other w.r.t. the Euclidean metric In×n.

III. PASSIVE CONFIGURATION DECOMPOSITION

We may rewrite the dynamics (2) by applying (5). This,
however, in general, results in the acceleration coupling via
the inertia metric M(q) between the ν′s-dynamics and the ṙ-
dynamics, which is typically not cancelable. Instead, here,
we utilize nonholonomic passive decomposition [29], [45],
which projects the dynamics (2) into certain distributions, that
are orthogonal w.r.t. the M(q)-metric, thereby, allowing us to
decompose the dynamics (1)-(2) while taking into account the
nonholonomic constraint (1) and preserving the Lagrangian
structure and passivity of (2).

Following [29], [46] and similar to the shape or base
variable [21], [40], we first define h(q) := r to capture
the unconstrained ṙ-dynamics on R. Denote the null-space
of ∂h/∂q by ∆> ⊂ TqM, and its orthogonal complement
w.r.t. the M -metric by ∆⊥ ⊂ TqM, where TqM ≈ <n
is the tangent (or velocity) space of M at q. From the

Fig. 1. Illustration of TsS ≈ ∆>, TrR,Ds(r) ≈ D∩∆> andD\[D∩∆>].
Here, ∆> and TrR are Euclidean orthogonal, whereas ∆> and D\[D∩∆>]
are M -orthogonal, and passive configuration decomposition is granted if TrR
and D \ [D ∩∆>] become aligned.

structure of h(q) = r, we then immediately have ∆> =
span[I(n−m)×(n−m); 0m×(n−m)], that is, ∆> identifies TsS
(i.e., ∆> ≈ TsS ≈ <n−m). Further, with the nonholonomic
constraint (3) acting only on S, we can obtain D ∩ ∆> =
span[Ds(r); 0m×(n−m)]. See Fig. 1.

Then, following nonholonomic passive decomposition [29],
we can write q̇ s.t.,

q̇ =

(
ṡ
ṙ

)
=

[
Ds(r) β(r)

0 Im×m

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:S(r)∈<n×(n−p)

(
νs
ṙ

)
(6)

where2

β(r) := −Ds(r)[DTs (r)M1(r)Ds(r)]−1DTs (r)M2(r) (7)

is given according to [29] to enforce the M -orthogonality
between span[Ds(r); 0] = D ∩∆> and span[β(r); Im×m] =
D \ [D ∩∆>], that is,

STMS =

[
DTsM1Ds 0

0 βTM1β + βTM2 +MT
2 β +M3

]
with the inertia matrix M(r) in (2) written as

M(r) =:

[
M1(r) M2(r)
MT

2 (r) M3(r)

]
(8)

where M1 ∈ <(n−m)×(n−m), M2 ∈ <(n−m)×m and M3 ∈
<m×m.

Note that, with Ds in front of (7), we have spanS(r) =
spanS′(r) = D(r). Note also that the inverse in (7) always
exists, since M1(r) is invertible and Ds(r) has full column-
rank. Here, to facilitate our ensuing discussion, we also assume
DTs Ds = I , which is always possible since Ds has full column
rank. Following [29], for the nonholonomic systems, we have,
in general,

D = (D ∩∆>)⊕ (D ∩∆⊥)⊕Dc

where ⊕ is the direct sum and Dc is so called quotient
distribution, which is M -orthogonal with D∩∆> and D∩∆⊥

and contained in D, yet, neither in ∆> nor ∆⊥ (i.e., containing
components both in ∆> and ∆⊥). If Dc = ∅, we say the

2This β(r) in fact defines nonholonomic connection Aloc(r) in [40].



system is strongly decomposable; otherwise, weakly decom-
posable [29]. The nonholonomic mechanical systems with the
properties as stated in Sec. II are in general only weakly
decomposable, as can be checked by [β(r); I]TM∆> 6= 0
(i.e., span[β(r); I] * ∆⊥ = span[−M−1

1 M2; I]).
Applying (6), we can then decompose the Lagrange-

D’Alembert dynamics (2) s.t.

Hs(r)ν̇s +Qs(r, q̇)νs +Qsr(r, q̇)ṙ = us + δs (9)
Hr(r)r̈ +Qr(r, q̇)ṙ +Qrs(r, q̇)νs = ur + δr (10)

where (9) is the projected dynamics on D ∩ ∆> while (10)
that on D \ [D ∩ ∆>] with their respective projected inertia
also given by diag[Hs, Hr] := STMS,[

Qs Qsr
Qrs Qr

]
:= ST

[
MṠ + CS

]
(11)

and (
us
ur

)
:= ST (r)

(
τs
τr

)
=

(
DTs τs

βT (r)τs + τr

)
(12)

are the projected controls with τs ∈ <n−m and τr ∈ <m
(similar also holds for f? and δ?). The following propo-
sition shows that the decomposition (9)-(10) preserves the
Lagrangian structure and passivity of the original system (1)-
(2) with its kinetic energy and power also decomposed into
those of νs and ṙ dynamics.

Proposition 1 Consider the nonholonomic mechanical system
(1)-(2) with the properties as stated in Sec. II. Then, we can
decompose its dynamics (1)-(2) into (9)-(10), where

1) Hs and Hr are symmetric and positive-definite.
2) Ḣs − 2Qs and Ḣr − 2Qr are skew-symmetric.
3) Qsr = −QTrs.
4) Kinetic energy and power are decomposed s.t.

κ(t) =
1

2
νTs Hsνs +

1

2
ṙTHr ṙ, τT q̇ = uTs νs + uTr ṙ

(similar also hold for f and δ), where κ := q̇TMq̇/2.

Proof: See [29].

From (6), we can write ṡ as

ṡ = Ds(r)νs + β(r)ṙ (13)

where the first and second terms are respectively called dy-
namic phase and geometric phase [40]. Here, the geometric
phase β(r)ṙ arises, because D\ [D∩∆>], which is orthogonal
to ∆> w.r.t. the M -metric, is not “aligned” with TrR , which
is orthogonal to ∆> w.r.t. the Euclidean metric. This then
means that any motion along D\ [D∩∆>] will produce some
artifact motion on S as given by β(r)ṙ. See Fig. 1.

Now, suppose that β(r) = 0 for (6). We then have D\ [D∩
∆>] = span[0(n−m)×m; Im×n] ≈ TrR, that is, D \ [D∩∆>]
becomes aligned with TrR (i.e., D \ [D ∩ ∆>] ≈ TrR);
the artifact geometric phase motion β(r)ṙ on S disappears;
and we can decompose the total motion q ∈ M of the
nonholonomic mechanical system (1)-(2) into that on S, which
evolves according to the νs-dynamics (9) with ṡ = Ds(r)νs,
and that on R as specified by the ṙ-dynamics (10).

Note that this decomposition is configuration-level, that is,
the dynamics (1)-(2) is decomposed into the νs-dynamics
(9) on S and the ṙ-dynamics (10) on R. This decomposi-
tion (9)-(10) also preserves/enforces the Lagrangian structure
and passivity as manifested by Prop. 1 with their coupling,
Qrsνs, Qsr ṙ, being passive as well (i.e., skew-symmetric).
Due to this reason, if β(r) = 0, we call the decomposition
(9)-(10) passive configuration decomposition into S and R,
which is in fact a stronger decomposition (with the properties
as stated in Sec. II) than nonholonomic passive decomposition
[29] or standard passive decomposition [46], for which one of
the sub-systems in general does not assume well-defined con-
figuration [46, Sec.III-E] (e.g., D\[D∩∆>] not integrable to be
contained in R). This passive configuration decomposition is
formalized in Th. 1 below, which shows that the kinetic energy
and power are also configuration-level decomposed into those
on S and R.

Theorem 1 If β(r) = 0, the nonholonomic mechanical system
(1)-(2) with the properties of Sec. II can be configuration-level
decomposed into the νs-dynamics (9) on S (with ṡ = Ds(r)νs)
and the r-dynamics (10) on R, with the kinetic energy and
power also decomposed into those on S and R s.t.

1

2
νTs Hsνs =

1

2
ṡTM1ṡ and uTs νs = τTs ṡ on S (14)

1

2
ṙTHr ṙ =

1

2
ṙTM3ṙ and uTr ṙ = τTr ṙ on R (15)

Proof: Here, we only prove power parts in (14)-(15), since
others are easy to show. From (12) and (13), we have

uTs νs = τTs Dsνs = τTs [ṡ− β(r)ṙ] (16)

uTr ṙ = [βT (r)τs + τr]
T ṙ (17)

which become (14)-(15) with β(r) = 0.

As depicted in Fig. 1, the passive configuration decomposi-
tion is granted (e.g., β(r) = 0), if the Euclidean orthogonality
and the M -metric orthogonality of D \ [D ∩ ∆>] w.r.t. ∆>

become the same. This is trivially hold, if M2(r) = 0 and
the inertia matrix M(r) in (8) is block-diagonalized. In this
case, the system also becomes strongly decomposable [29]
with D \ [D ∩ ∆>] = D ∩ ∆⊥ ≈ TrR. Of course, the
passive configuration decomposition can still be possible even
if M2(r) 6= 0, although, in this case, the system will be only
weakly decomposable [29]. The following Lem. 1 provides a
necessary and sufficient condition for β(r) = 0, which can
be easily checked simply by observing the structure of the
constraint (1) and the (unconstrained) inertia M(r) in (8).

Lemma 1 Geometric phase in (13) vanishes with β(r) = 0,
if and only if MT

2 (r)Ds(r) = 0 for all r.

Proof: It is easy to see from (7) that β(r) = 0, if MT
2 Ds =

0. Also, suppose β(r) = 0. Then, from the kinetic energy
decomposition in Prop. 1 with (14), (15), and β(r) = 0,

κ(t) =
1

2
ṡTM1ṡ+

1

2
ṙTM3ṙ + ṙTMT

2 ṡ

=
1

2
νTs Hsνs +

1

2
ṙTHr ṙ =

1

2
ṡTM1ṡ+

1

2
ṙTM3ṙ



for all permissible ṡ and ṙ. This then implies that ṙTMT
2 ṡ =

ṙTMT
2 Dsνs = 0, for any ṙ ∈ <m and νs ∈ <n−m−p, which

can only be true when MT
2 Ds = 0.

Suppose that we achieve the passive configuration decompo-
sition with the condition of Lem. 1 granted. Then, since both
the νs-dynamics and the ṙ-dynamics evolve on their own con-
figuration spaces S and R, we apply standard configuration-
based control techniques (e.g., trajectory tracking, potential
field) individually and separately on S and R, although their
interplay via the nonholonomic constraint (e.g., ṡ = Ds(r)νs)
needs to be analyzed. Further, since both the νs-dynamics and
the ṙ-dynamics inherit the Lagrangian structure and passivity
from (2), we can apply the idea of passivity-based control (see
Sec. IV), which, as elucidated in Sec. IV-D, can significantly
improve the controller robustness.

Although having been developed through different direc-
tions with emphasis on passivity [15], [46], [29], our pas-
sive configuration decomposition is similar to the vertical-
horizontal decomposition of [40], [41]: 1) S and R are similar
to the group orbits and the base space; 2) the νs-dynamics (9)
and the ṙ-dynamics (10) similar to the momentum equation
and the reduced Lagrangian dynamics; and 3) their connection
is specified by (13), where β(r) is similar to the nonholonomic
connection Aloc(r) of [40], [41], which vanishes under Lem.
1. This vanishing of nonholonomic connection is crucial
for our configuration-level decomposition, since, with that
“connection”, the νs-dynamics and the ṙ-dynamics will be
related, thus, cannot split into S and R as achieved in Th.
1. This notion of configuration decomposition and, further,
the aspects related to passivity of the decomposition process
and the decomposed dynamics (9)-(10), which is central for
our feedback control synthesis, are not explored at all in
[40], [41]. Control results based on [40], [41] have also been
restricted only to open-loop motion planning (e.g., [32], [33],
[38], [39]) or stabilization to relative equilibria (e.g., [51]),
which is weaker than stabilization to a desired configuration
as attained in Sec. IV below.

It is also worthwhile to mention that our passive configu-
ration decomposition renders the nonholonomic mechanical
systems in a setting more favorable for control design as
compared to the other approaches relying on those control
forms (e.g., [21], [22], [24], [26], [49]). More precisely,
suppose the system is fully-actuated in D, that is, (us, ur) are
arbitrarily assignable, which is typically necessary to achieve
those control forms (e.g., feedback linearization and coordinate
transformation). Then, with our decomposition (9)-(10), r is
easy to control with ur, whereas, for s, we have ṡ = Ds(r)νs,
where we can directly drive νs with us, while recruiting r
to “guide” the direction of Ds(r) whenever necessary (e.g.,
to steer to the goal in an optimal way or navigate while
avoiding obstacles). In contrast to this, for those control-form
approaches, some of the (transformed) states do not have any
direct control and are only indirectly driven by the other states
(i.e., holonomy [49]), similar to the case of ṡ = β(r)ṙ (i.e.,
only with geometric phase in (13)). It is also rather surprising
that this difference occurs even for the same systems (e.g.,
all systems in Sec. V), how to exploit which for various
control objectives (e.g., trajectory tracking) is a topic for future

research.
Using the passive configuration decomposition, in the next

Sec. IV, we design and analyze novel passivity-based stabi-
lization control frameworks for the nonholonomic mechanical
systems, with equivalence between certain conditions of the
proposed controls and kinematic controllability [2] established
and also with the robustness property and some preliminary
ideas for robustification presented.

IV. PASSIVITY-BASED STABILIZATION CONTROL

Consider the stabilization control problem: q = (s, r) →
(sd, rd) =: qd, where sd and rd are desired constant set-
points on S and R respectively. For this, we assume the
nonholonomic mechanical system (1)-(2) be fully-actuated in
D, i.e., (ur, us) in (12) is arbitrarily assignable, which is in
general necessary to attain those control forms or kinematic
representations used in the predominant majority of literature
on the feedback control of nonholonomic systems (e.g., [20],
[21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28]). This full-actuation
assumption also means that the nonholonomic mechanical
system (1)-(2) is kinematically controllable [36], i.e., its con-
trollability is equivalent to that of the drift-less kinematic
control system defined by the unconstrained distribution D
(4) as also manifested in Th. 4. The issue of under-actuation
within D itself is a challenging problem and is a topic for
future research.

To achieve r → rd is not so difficult, since the ṙ-dynamics
(10) on R has the structure of unconstrained Lagrangian
systems. That is not the case though for s → sd, since the
motion in S is restricted by the nonholonomic constraint (3).
Its Lagrangian structure and passivity of (9) yet still suggests
a potential function technique (and subsequent Lyapunov-like
analysis based on the passivity of (9)) as a viable option for
the control synthesis. More precisely, define a non-negative
smooth navigation potential on S:

ϕs : S → <
s.t. 1) ϕs(s) ≥ 0 with the equality hold only when s = sd;
2) ∂ϕs/∂s(s) := [∂ϕs/∂s1, ..., ∂ϕs/∂sn−m] = 0 iff s = sd;
and 3) for any l ≥ 0, the level set

Ll := {s ∈ S | ϕs(s) ≤ l} (18)

is a compact set containing s = sd and Ll1 ⊆ Ll2 if
l2 ≥ l1 ≥ 0. This ϕs may incorporate other control objectives
than the stabilization (e.g. obstacle avoidance). This ϕs is also
designed on S as if there is no nonholonomic constraint on
S. This then means that many potential functions designed for
unconstrained robots can be adopted (e.g., [47], [48]).

Incorporating this ϕs, we design the control us in (9) s.t.

us = Qsr(r, q̇)ṙ − bsνs −DTs (r)

[
∂ϕs(s)

∂s

]T
− δs (19)

where bs ∈ <(n−m−p)×(n−m−p) is positive-definite symmetric
damping gain, Qsr ṙ is the decoupling control, and ∂ϕs/∂s ∈
<1×(n−m−p) is the one-form of ϕs(s). Then, the closed-loop
νs-dynamics (9) becomes

Hs(r)ν̇s +Qs(r, q̇)νs + bsνs +DTs (r)

[
∂ϕs(s)

∂s

]T
= 0.

(20)



Using Prop. 1 with (13), we can also show that

dκs
dt

= −||νs||2bs −
∂ϕs
∂s
Dsνs

= −||νs||2bs −
dϕs(s)

dt
+
∂ϕs(s)

∂s
β(r)ṙ

where κs := νTs Hsνs/2, ||νs|2bs := νTs bsνs, and dϕs/dt =
[∂ϕs/∂s]ṡ. Integrating this with β(r) = 0, we further have:

Vs(T )− Vs(0) = −
∫ T

0

||νs||2bsdt, ∀T ≥ 0 (21)

where Vs(t) := κs(t) + ϕs(t). Thus, if β(r) = 0, the
closed-loop νs-dynamics (20) and its energetics (21) become
essentially the same as those of usual robot systems. The
following proposition is a consequence of this observation.

Proposition 2 Consider the νs-dynamics (9) with us in (19)
and β(r) = 0. Suppose further that: 1) partial derivatives of
M(r) w.r.t. r of any order are bounded; 2) partial derivatives
of ϕs(s) w.r.t. s of any order are bounded if ϕs(s) is bounded;
and 3) ṙ, r̈ ∈ L∞. Then, νs → 0 and

DTs (r)

[
∂ϕs(s)

∂s

]T
→ 0. (22)

Proof: First, with β(r) = 0, from (21), we have
νs ∈ L∞ ∩ L2. This also means q̇ ∈ L∞ with ṙ ∈ L∞.
Also, ϕs(t) ≤ Vs(t) ≤ Vs(0) ∀t ≥ 0, thus, ∂ϕs/∂s ∈ L∞.
Then, from (20) with the assumptions made above and the
fact that Q(r, q̇) is linear w.r.t. ∂Mij/∂qk and q̇ (with D(r)
being also smooth), we have ν̇s ∈ L∞ (and also q̈ ∈ L∞
with r̈ ∈ L∞). Then, from Barbalat’s lemma [53], νs → 0.
Also, differentiating (20) with the above assumptions, we can
also show that ν̈s ∈ L∞. So, again, from Barbalat’s lemma,
ν̇s → 0. Applying (νs, ν̇s) → 0 to (20) then completes the
proof.

A. Passivity-Based Time-Varying Control (PBVC)

Note that Prop. 2 holds even if r(t) keeps changing.
Thus, similar to the persistency of excitation for parameter
convergence of adaptive control [53], if we can drive r in
such a way that the null space of DTs (r) also keeps “rotating”,
the condition (22) will then enforce ∂ϕs(s)/∂s → 0, thus,
s→ sd from our construction of ϕs. This leads into the idea
of passivity-based time-varying control, as formalized in the
following Th. 2 theorem, which is a direct consequence of
Prop. 2 and of our construction of ϕs(s).

Theorem 2 Consider the νs-dynamics (9) with us (19) and
β(r) = 0. Assume the same as in Prop. 2. Suppose further
that, controlling (10), we drive r(t) in such a way that the
following persistency of excitation condition holds: ∀t′ ≥ 0, ∃
a bounded ∆t ≥ 0 s.t.,

DTs (r(t))

[
∂ϕs(s)

∂s

]T
= 0 ∀t ∈ [t′, t′ + ∆t) iff

∂ϕs(s)

∂s
= 0.

(23)

Then, νs → 0 and s→ sd.

Note from (10) that we can drive r(t) to track any desired
trajectory ro(t) ∈ <m by using, for instance,

ur := Qrsνs +Hr r̈o +Qr ṙo − kd(ṙ − ṙo)− kp(r − ro)− δr
(24)

where Qrsνs is the decoupling control, and kd, kp ∈ <m×m
are some suitable control gains. Since we can choose any
(well-behaved) ro(t), achieving the persistency of excitation
condition (23) in Th. 2 is in essence only restricted by the
structure (and controllability) of Ds(r) - see Th. 4.

Denote by Ro ⊂ R the set of r(t) constituting the
persistency of excitation condition (23). If we can find Ro
s.t., for any t ≥ 0, ∃t′ ≥ t s.t., rd(t′) ∈ Ro (i.e., recurrence
of rd in Ro), which is typically possible (see Sec. V), we can
further enforce q = (s, r)→ qd = (sd, rd). Even not, as stated
below, we can still achieve r → rd while keeping ||s − sd||
arbitrarily small, simply by replacing ro(t) in (24) with the
(constant) set-point rd, once both νs and ϕs(s) become small
enough, where || ? ||2 := ?T ?. This idea can also be used as
practical stopping criteria even when the recurrence condition
is granted, i.e., once Vs = κs+ϕs becomes less than a certain
threshold, simply replace ro in (24) by rd, allowing some
error of ϕs, yet, still less than a user-defined performance
specification similar to the case of practical stabilization [28].

More precisely, note that, if κs(t′) ≤ ε1 and ϕs(t
′) ≤ ε2

at a certain time t′ ≥ 0 with small ε1, ε2 > 0, from (21)
with the bs-dissipation and the fact that κs ≥ 0, we will have
ϕs(t) ≤ ε1 + ε2 for all t ≥ t′, regardless of the motion of r.
This then implies that, by switching ro(t) in (24) to rd when
κs(t) ≤ ε1 and ϕs(t) ≤ ε2 with small enough ε1, ε2 > 0, we
can achieve exact stabilization of r → rd, while still keeping
||s − sd|| small as given by ϕs ≤ ε1 + ε2, i.e., the practical
stabilization of s→ sd [28]. Here, note that 1) the decrease of
ϕs(t) is ensured from the energetics (21) and also by driving
r(t) according to the persistent excitation condition (23); and
2) from Prop. 2, we also always have νs(t) → 0, that is, we
may make ε1 ≈ 0 simply by waiting long enough for νs(t) to
converge to zero. See Sec. V.

A similar (and more restricted) time-varying control was
proposed in [29] for general nonholonomic mechanical sys-
tems. Our passivity-based time-varying control proposed here
is in fact an extension of that to fully utilize the properties as
stated in Sec. II and the passive configuration decomposition of
Sec. III, with the equivalence between the persistent excitation
condition (23) and the controllability in the sense of Chow [2]
proved for the first time in Th. 4 as well.

B. Passivity-Based Switching Control (PBSC)
Suppose that we stabilize r to a certain constant rσ ∈ R,

where σ is to embed a switching sequence as below. For the
(unconstrained) r-dynamics (10) on R, this can be done e.g.,
by using the simple proportional-derivative control:

ur := Qrsνs − kdṙ − kp(r − rσ) (25)

where kp, kd ∈ <m×m are some control gains. Then, following
Prop. 2 (with β(r) = 0), s will converge to the switching
manifold Gσ ⊂ S as defined by

Gσ := {s ∈ S | DTs (rσ)

[
∂ϕs(s)

∂s

]T
= 0}. (26)
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Fig. 2. Illustration of passivity-based switching on <2, with two switching
manifolds G1, G2, their strips with δm thickness, and the level set Lδo .

Now, suppose that, once s is stabilized on the switching
manifold G1 with σ = 1 and small νs, we trigger the switching
s.t. σ ⇐ 2 with G1 6= G2. Let us denote this ith switching
instance by ti ≥ 0, and the time when s is stabilized to G2

with small νs by ti+1 > ti. At this ti+1, another switching
may also be triggered with σ ⇐ 1. Then, from (21), we have
the following energetics during the interval Ii := [ti, ti+1):

ϕs(ti+1)− ϕs(ti) = κs(ti)− κs(ti+1)−
∫ ti+1

ti

||νs||2bsdt

≤ κs(ti)−
∫ ti+1

ti

||νs||2bsdt (27)

with κs(ti+1) ≥ 0. Thus, if the last line of (27) is strictly
negative, we will have strict decrease of ϕs, thus, by repeating
these switchings, we will eventually have ϕs(t)→ 0 with s→
sd. Note that this requires the bs-dissipation in (27) absorbs
all κs(ti). As shown in the below lemma, which extends [43,
Lem.1] from <2 to S ≈ <n−m, this turns out to be indeed
possible if: 1) κs(ti) is small enough; and 2) the distance D
the system traverses on S between ti and ti+1 is far enough.

Lemma 2 Suppose ||s(ti+1) − s(ti)|| ≥ D > 0. Then, there
always exists εv(D) > 0 s.t., if ||νs(ti)|| ≤ εv(D),∫ ti+1

ti

||νs||2bsdt > κs(ti).

where || ? ||2 := ?T ?.

Proof: If νs(ti) = 0, with D > 0, this claim is trivially hold.
Assume νs(ti) 6= 0. Then, the following is true:∫

Ii

||νs||2bsdt ≥ σ[bs]

∫
Ii

||νs||2dt = σ[bs]

∫
Ii

||ṡ||2dt

≥ σ[bs]||ṡ(ti)||2
D

||ṡ(ti)||
= σ[bs]||ṡ(ti)||D

where σ[?] (or σ̄[?], resp.) is the minimum (or maximum,
resp.) singular value of ?, and ||νs||2 = ||ṡ||2 from DTs Ds = I
(see the paragraph before (9)). Also, the second line is because,
from the standard result of calculus of variation [54], among
the trajectories on S connecting s(ti) and s(ti+1), the
minimizer of

∫
Ii
||ṡ||2dt is given by the Lagrange equation

with the Lagrangian given by ||ṡ||2, that is, s̈ = 0. This means

∫
Ii
||ṡ||2dt ≥ ||ṡ(ti)||2(ti+1− ti) with ti+1− ti = D/||ṡ(ti)||.

Moreover, since κs(ti) ≤ σ̄[Hs]||ṡ(ti)||2/2, if we choose
εv < 2σ[bs]D/σ̄[Hs] s.t. ||νs|| ≤ εv ,

∫
Ii
||νs||2bsdt − κs(ti)

≥ σ[bs]||ṡ(ti)||D − σ̄[Hs]||ṡ(ti)||2/2 > 0.

This Lem. 2 means that, if we trigger switching at ti with
small enough ||νs(ti)|| with νs(ti) ≤ εv(D) and this switching
requires the system to traverse at least the distance D on S
between the two switching manifolds, we will always have
strict decrease of ϕs(s), thereby, eventually achieve s → sd.
This is the main idea of passivity-based switching control
as formalized in the next Th. 3. Of course, we are by no
means bound to use just two switching manifolds. Thus, as-
sume ps switching manifolds Gσ(i) with σ(i) ∈ {1, 2, ..., ps},
where σ(i) defines the switching index for Ii−1 = [ti−1, ti)
(i = 1, 2, ...), which is constant during Ii−1. Let us also define
the “strip” Ḡσ(i) of Gσ(i) with the thickness of δm > 0 s.t.
Ḡσ(i) := {s ∈ S | dist(s,Gσ(i)) ≤ δm}, where dist(x, y) is
the minimum Euclidean distance between x and y. See Fig.
2.

Theorem 3 Consider (9)-(10) with us (19) and ur (25).
Assume the same as Prop. 2. Suppose that, given δo > 0,
we can find ϕs(s), δm > 0 and D > 0 s.t., for any
σ ∈ {1, 2, .., ps} and s ∈ S, if s ∈ Ḡσ , yet, s /∈ Lδo (see (18)),
∃ a non-empty set W (s, σ) ⊂ {1, 2, ...ps} s.t., the following
switching manifold separation condition is granted:

dist(s, Ḡσ′) ≥ D, ∀σ′ ∈W (s, σ) (28)

where Ḡ? is the strip of G? with δm-thickness. Trigger the
switching at t =: ti > ti−1 with σ(i + 1) ∈ W (s(t), σ(i)), if
1) s(t) /∈ Lδo ; 2) dist(s(t),Gσ(i)) ≤ δm; and 3) ||νs(t)|| ≤
εv(D), where εv(D) is defined in Lem. 2. Then, limt→∞ s(t) ∈
Lδo .

Proof: Due to Prop. 2, there always exists a time ti > 0,
i ∈ {1, 2, ..}, when the switching conditions 2)-3) above are
satisfied. Suppose that, at such a switching instance ti, s(t−i ) ∈
Ḡσ(i), yet, s(t−i ) /∈ Lδo . Then, from (27) with (28) and Lem.
2, we will have

ϕs(ti+1) < ϕs(ti).

If still s(ti+1) /∈ Lδo at the next switching instance ti+1,
we will again have ϕs(ti+2) < ϕs(ti+1). By continuing this
process, we will then have a strictly decreasing sequence
of ϕs(ti), thus, eventually, will achieve ϕs(tj) ≤ δo with
s(tj) ∈ Lδo ∩ Ḡσ(j) for some j ≥ i+ 2.

Similar to the case of Sec. IV-A, if we can choose rd ∈
{r1, r2, ..., rps}, which is often possible (see Sec. V), and
enforce the separation condition (28) with δo = 0 (i.e.,
Lδo = sd ∈ S), we can ensure q → qd. This asymptotic
stabilization however is more of theoretical interest, as, in
practice, a small enough ||q − qd|| would just suffice instead
of q = qd, which typically takes infinitely-long time. For this,
similar to Sec. IV-A, even if rd /∈ {r1, r2, ..., rps}, we can
attain r → rd while maintaining ||s − sd|| small, simply by
triggering another switching with rσ ⇐ rd in (25) once s
is stabilized into Lδo with small enough ||νs|| (i.e., stopping



criteria). To better see this, let us denote this last switching
time by t̄. Then, we have, from (27),

ϕs(t) ≤ ϕs(t̄) + κs(t̄)

for all t ≥ t̄. That is, if ||νs(t̄)|| is small enough (e.g., κs =
νTs Hsνs/2 ≤ ε1), even with this last switching rσ ⇐ rd, ϕs(t)
(thus ||s−sd||) will still be small with ϕs(t) ≤ δo+ε1, ∀t ≥ t̄
(i.e., practical stabilization [28]), while r → rd (i.e., exact
stabilization). Recall from Prop. 2 that, simply by waiting long
enough, we can make ε1 as small as we want. In fact, Prop. 2
implies the switching conditions 2) and 3) in Th. 3 be always
achievable simply by waiting long enough between switchings.
Note also from (10) with (25) that, as long as rσ is bounded,
ṙ, r̈ ∈ L∞ as assumed in Prop. 2.

Our switching strategy here is state-dependent (e.g. W (s, σ)
for (28)). In fact, if all the switching manifolds G? are
separated from each other outside of Lδo by a given distance of
D > 0, we can make our switching state-invariant (i.e. W (σ)
instead of W (s, σ) for (28)). This separation of G? among
each other, however, is in general not possible if dim(S) ≥ 3.
Our passivity-based switching control proposed here extends
the result of [43] (only for wheeled mobile robots (WMRs)
on M =SE(2)), while also revealing the equivalence between
the separation condition (28) and the kinematic controllability
[2] for the first time (see Th. 4).

Note that the decoupling of Qsr ṙ in (19) is crucial for Th.
3 (or Th. 2, resp.), since, without them, the energy jumping in
the spring kp in (25) due to the switching of rσ (or the energy
pumping from the driving of ro(t) in (24), resp.) may flow
back into the νs-dynamics, invalidate the energetics (27) (or
(21), resp.) on S and, consequently, jeopardize the decrease
of ϕs. See Sec. IV-D for some preliminary, yet, still concrete
ideas to “robustify” this decoupling control.

C. Controllability Analysis
As shown in Th. 2 and Th. 3, our proposed passivity-based

time-varying and switching controls can achieve stabilization
of the nonholonomic mechanical system (1)-(2) to any desired
configuration qd = (sd, rd) ∈ M, as long as their respective
conditions (23) and (28) are satisfied. This, however, should
be possible only when doing so is permissible by the non-
holonomic constraint (1). In this Sec. IV-C, we show that the
persistent excitation condition (23) and the switching manifold
separation condition (28) are in fact equivalent to the following
controllability in the sense of Chow [2]: ∀q ∈M,

span{D(q)} = TqM ⇐⇒ span{S(r)} = <n (29)

where span{?} is the involutive closure of (the column vectors
of) ?. Following [36] (with the full control in D [29]), we
will call this condition (29) kinematic controllability, which,
although seemingly kinematic, is indeed applicable to the (dy-
namic) nonholonomic mechanical system (1)-(2) as manifested
in Th. 4 below.

Let us first write the unconstrained distribution D(r) in (4)
by

D(r) = span{X1, X2, ..., Xn−m−p, Y1, Y2, ...Ym}

where Xi(r), Yj(r) ∈ <n are the first n − m − p and the
last m column vectors of S(r) in (6). Now, suppose that

(r )Xi 2

(r )Xi 1r=r1

r=r2

s=s1

Fig. 3. Local illustration of Xi(r) and level sets Hr′ := {q = (s, r) ∈
M | r = r′} ≈ S.

the nonholonomic mechanical system (1)-(2) assumes passive
configuration decomposition. We can then further endow these
Xi, Yj with the following structure: from (6) with β(r) = 0,

Xi(r) = [Xs
i (r); 0m], Yj(r) = [0n−m;Y rj ] (30)

where Xs
i (r) ∈ <n−m and Y rj (r) := [e1j ; e2j ; ...; emj ] ∈

<m with eij = 1 if i = j and eij = 0 otherwise.
Note that span{Xs

1 , X
s
2 , ..., X

s
n−m−p} = Ds(r) ⊂ TsS and

span{Y r1 , Y r2 , ..., Y rm} = TrR. See Fig. 3.
Let us denote by Φ? : M → M the flow map along the

vector field ? at q = (s, r) during a unit time interval [53].
Then, for Xi and Yi in (30), we can define Φs : S → S and
Φr : R → R s.t.,

ΦXi(r)(q) =

(
ΦsXs

i (r)(s)

r

)
, ΦYj(r)(q) =

(
s

ΦrY r
j (r)(r)

)
with ΦsYi

and ΦrXi
both being identity map. We can then

immediate see that ΦXi ◦ΦXj = ΦXj ◦ΦXi and ΦYi ◦ΦYj =
ΦYj
◦ΦYi

, but ΦXi
◦ΦYj

6= ΦYj
◦ΦXi

. This then suggests that
the kinematic controllability (29) would require the motion be
generated by a combination of Xi and Yj , not solely among
Xi or among Yj . We can also write

Φ−Yj
◦ ΦXk

◦ ΦYj
◦ ΦXi

(q) =

(
ΦsXs

k(Φr
Y r
j

(r)
) ◦ ΦsXs

i
(s)

r

)
which shows that, when the nonholonomic mechanical system
(1)-(2) assumes passive configuration decomposition, due to
the symmetry on S and the vanishing of geometric phase
(13), the distribution D(r) becomes invariant on S, thus, the
kinematic controllability can be checked merely by seeing how
Xs
i (r) changes as r varies on R, or simply by checking

rank

[ ⋃
∀r∈R

span{Xs
1(r), Xs

2(r), ...., Xs
n−m−p(r)}

]
= n−m.

with S ≈ <n−m and R ≈ <m. See Fig. 3. This observation
is formalized in the following Lem. 3.

Lemma 3 Suppose the nonholonomic mechanical system (1)-
(2) is passive configuration decomposable as defined in Sec.
III. Then, the kinematic controllability (29) is equivalent to

D̄s(r) :=
⋃

i∈N (Xs)

span
{
Xs
i ,

∂Xs
i

∂rj
,
∂2Xs

i

∂rj∂rk
, ...
}

= <n−m

(31)



for all r ∈ R, where the lth component of ∂pXs
i

∂rj1∂rj2 ...∂rjp
∈

<n−m is given by ∂pXsl
i

∂rj1∂rj2 ...∂rjp
∈ <, with Xs

i =: [Xs1
i , X

s2
i ,

..., X
s(n−m)
i ]T , and N (Xs) := {1, 2, ..., n−m− p}.

Proof: By using (30), it is straightforward to compute
[Xi, Xj ] = 0, [Yi, Yj ] = 0, and

[Xi, Yj ] =
∂Yj
∂q

Xi −
∂Xi

∂q
Yj =

(
∂Xs

i (r)
∂rj

0m

)
.

Similarly, we can also show that [[Xi, Yj ], Xk] = 0 and

[[Xi, Yj ], Yk] =

(
∂2Xs

i (r)
∂rj∂rk

0m

)

where ∂2Xs
i (r)

∂rj∂rk
:= [

∂2Xs1
i (r)

∂rj∂rk
,
∂2Xs2

i (r)
∂rj∂rk

, ...,
∂2Xsm

i (r)
∂rj∂rk

] ∈ <m.
Continuing this process, we can then construct span{D(q)}
in (29), from which follows the condition of (31) with
span{Y r1 , Y r2 , ..., Y rm} = TrR.

Note that the condition (31) essentially implies that D̄s(r) =
span{Ds(r)} = TsS ≈ <n−m. We now establish equivalence
among the kinematic controllability (29) (or (31)), the per-
sistency of excitation condition (23) for the passivity-based
time-varying control, and the switching manifold separation
condition (28) for the passivity-based switching control.

Theorem 4 Suppose the nonholonomic mechanical system
(1)-(2) is passive configuration decomposable as defined in
Sec. III. Then, the kinematic controllability (29), the persist
excitation condition (23), and the switching manifold separa-
tion condition (28) are all equivalent.

Proof: We first show that (29) implies (23). Suppose that there
does not exist any trajectory r(t) s.t. for any bounded ∆T >
0, DTs (r(t))u = 0 during t ∈ [0,∆t] does not imply u =
0, or, equivalently, there is at least one non-zero vector (i.e.,
direction) ns ∈ <n−m s.t., DTs (r(t))ns = 0, ∀t ∈ [0,∆T ].
This however contradicts (31) (thus, (29)), since (31) implies
δDs(r) = Ds(r + δr) − Ds(r) can subsume any value in a
neighborhood of origin in <n−m.

The proof to show that (23) implies (28) goes as follows.
Choose a quadratic potential ϕs(s) := 1

2 (s − sd)TK(s − sd)
with K ∈ <(n−m)×(n−m) being symmetric and positive-
definite. Then, (23) means that we can choose (constant)
ri ∈ R, i = {1, 2, ..., l}, l ≤ n−m, s.t.,

DTs (ri)

[
∂ϕs
∂s

]T
= DTs (ri)K(s− sd) = 0

∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., l} if and only if s = sd. This then implies that
each of the switching manifolds

Gσ(i) := {s ∈ <n−m | DTs (ri)K(s− sd) = 0}

is a p-dimensional flat space (from Ds(r) being regular) and
intersects only at s = sd. Therefore, we can choose this
quadratic ϕs for Th. 3, with which, given δo, we can also
find δm and D as stated in Th. 3, from Gσ(i) being flat spaces
intersecting only at s = sd.

Finally, to show that (28) implies (29), suppose span{D} 6=
<n. This then means from Lem. 3 that, since Ds(r) is invariant
on S, there should exist a non-empty null-space Ωs common
for all Ds(r) s.t., Ωs := {w ∈ <n−m | DTs (r)w = 0, ∀r ∈
R}. Note that, if Ωs = ∅, the condition (31) will hold,
contradicting dim[D̄s] < n −m. We can then see from (26)
that all the switching manifolds Gσ share the following set

G∩ := {s ∈ S |
[
∂ϕs(s)

∂s

]T
∈ Ωs}.

This then means that, if s ∈ G∩ ⊂ Gσ for
some σ ∈ {1, 2, ..., ps}, even though s /∈ Lδo ,
dist(s,Gσ′) = dist(s, Ḡσ′) = 0, ∀σ′ ∈ {1, 2, ..., ps},
contradicting (28).

D. Robustness Analysis and Ideas for Robustification

One of the distinctive advantages of our proposed passivity-
based control framework as compared to other nonholonomic
control approaches, the majority of which utilizes some control
forms (e.g., [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28]),
is robustness. This is in fact similar to the case of robotic
manipulator control, that is, our passivity-based framework
attempts to exploit the nonlinear dynamics of the open-loop
system as much as possible, whereas this open-loop dynamics
is typically eliminated as completely as possible in those
other approaches (e.g., feedback linearization for coordinate
transformation). In this Sec. IV-D, we elucidate this robustness
property of our framework and also allude some directions
for its robustification, the full development of which will be
reported in a future publication.

Let us first start with the case of those control-form based
approaches. Assume that the dominant uncertainty comes from
inertial parameters. To make the comparison fair, assume
also that the given system itself is passive configuration
decomposable (cf. Lem. 1). Then, the nonholonomic passive
decomposition (6) and the reduction matrix (5) become the
same (with β(r) = 0), and the dynamics (1)-(2) would be
reduced to (9)-(10) in those control-form approaches as well.
Then, the feedback linearization, which is typically necessary
to attain those control forms, would be given by:(

us
ur

)
=

[
Q̂s Q̂sr
Q̂rs Q̂r

](
νs
ṙ

)
−
(
δs
δr

)
+ Ĥw (32)

where ?̂ is ? with the inertial parameters. Here, note that there
is no uncertainty for νs, δs, δr, as the reduction matrix (5) (or
(6)) is purely kinematic, i.e., not containing any inertial pa-
rameters. Even so, we can see that this feedback linearization
(32) would be affected substantially by the uncertainty.

On the other hand, from (19), (24) and (25), we may write
our proposed passivity-based control actions s.t.,

us = Q̂sr(r, q̇)ṙ − bsνs −DTs (r)
[
∂ϕs(s)
∂s

]T
− δs

ur = Q̂rsνs + Ĥr r̈o + Q̂r ṙo − kd(ṙ − ṙo)− kp(r − ro)− δr

where the uncertain terms are denoted by ?̂ and (r̈o, ṙo) = 0
for the switching control. Also, recall that the role of ur for the
time-varying control is merely to drive r on R richly enough
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Fig. 4. Hopping robot - only rotational motion is considered.

to meet the persistent excitation (23) of Th. 2. This can be
achieved, for instance, by adopting the following simple PD-
control

ur = −kd(ṙ − ṙo)− kp(r − ro)− δr

with high-enough gains and no uncertain terms, due to the
Lagrange structure and passivity of the r-dynamics (10).

We may then see that, as compared to (32), our proposed
passivity-based controls (with the above PD-control ur) have
only one term (i.e., Q̂sr ṙ in us) affected by the uncertainty,
thus, would be likely more robust. Furthermore, the preserved
Lagrangian structure and passivity of (9)-(10) render the
problem of robustification still amicable to such standard
techniques as adaptive control and sliding mode control [1].
More precisely, note that, for our passivity-based controls with
the above PD-control ur, the uncertainty affects only the ṡ-
dynamics (9) in S due to Q̂sr ṙ, which further has the following
structure:

Q̂sr(r, q̇)ṙ = DTs (r)Ĉ2(r, q̇)ṙ = DTs (r)Yc2(r, q̇)θ̂ (33)

from (11), where Yc2 ∈ <(n−p−m)×l is the linear parameter-
ization matrix of Ĉ2(r, q̇)ṙ with θ̂ ∈ <l being the vector of
uncertain inertial parameters [1].

This structure (33) then suggests the following idea of
passivity-based time-varying control with adaptation. For this,
note that the closed-loop ṡ-dynamics on S is given by

Hsν̇s +Qsνs +DTs Yc2 θ̃ + bsνs +DTs
[
∂ϕs

∂s

]T
= 0

where θ̃ := θ − θ̂. Define V ′S := Vs + 1
2γ θ̃

T θ̃, where γ > 0
and Vs is given after (21). Then, with the adaptation law:

˙̂
θ = −γY Tc2 (r, q̇)Ds(r)νs

we can obtain the relation similar to (21) s.t.,

V ′s (T )− V ′s (0) = −
∫ T

0

||νs||2bsdt, ∀T ≥ 0

implying that νs → 0 and

DTs (r)

[
Yc2(r, q̇)θ̃ +

[
∂ϕs(s)
∂s

]T]
→ 0

instead of (22). This then means that, if we excite r rich
enough, we may not only still achieve ϕs(s) → 0 but also
θ̃ → 0, which would be probable since the r-dynamics (10) is
fully-actuated.
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Fig. 5. Stabilization of hopping robot: passivity-based time-varying control
(PVBC: top); passivity-based switching control (PBSC: bottom).

On the other hand, the fact that the perturbed ṡ-dynamics
inherits passivity property with the uncertainty satisfying the
matching condition [1], we can robustify the passivity-based
switching control by rejecting “energy leak” from Q̃sr ṙ,
thereby, still ensuring the strict decrease of ϕs(t) as given
in (27). For this, consider the following control:

us = Q̂sr(r, q̇)ṙ−bsνs−DTs (r)
[
∂ϕs(s)
∂s

]T
−δs−η||ṙ||sgn(νs)

where the last term is sliding mode control like term with
large enough η > 0 and the signum function sgn(?). Then,
the closed-loop ṡ-dynamics on S is given by

Hsν̇s +Qsνs + Q̃sr ṙ + bsνs +DTs
[
∂ϕs

∂s

]T
+ η||ṙ||sgn(νs) = 0

for which we can still obtain (21) if η ≥ σ̄[Q̃sr(r, q̇)], that
is, the last term of us can absorb any energy leak to the νs-
dynamics through Q̃sr ṙ. Here, the boundedness of Q̃sr can be
ensured by using some standard assumptions (e.g., smoothness
of M(r), boundedness q̇(0) with (21)). Then, applying the
same argument to (21) as in Prop. 2, we can establish νs → 0,
yet, not to the submanifold (22), since the closed-loop νs-
dynamics is not smooth. However, the term Q̃sr ṙ can produce
the energy leak only if ṙ 6= 0. This then suggests the following
control strategy: 1) control r(t)→ rσ in finite-time, which can
be robustly achieved, e.g., by using the standard sliding mode
control to the r-dynamics (10); and 2) once ṙ = 0, replace the
discontinuous sgn(νs) in us by some smooth sat(νs), thereby,
ensuring convergence to the submanifold Gσ in (26).
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Rigorous experimental comparisons of our passivity-based
control frameworks against other control approaches and full
derivation and validation of the ideas of robust passivity-
based time-varying and switching controls as alluded above
respectively require substantial developments on their own
and will be reported in future publications. See also [55] for
more complete derivations and developments of these ideas of
robustification.

V. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

A. Hopping Robot

We consider the hopping robot in a flight phase [2], whose
configuration is given by q = [θb; θl; l] ∈ <3, where θb, θl are
respectively the rotation angles of the body and the leg, and l
is the length of the leg. See Fig. 4. Here, we assume only two
control inputs are available, that is, the torque τw situated at
the pivot of the leg actuating θb − θl; and fl to extend/retract
the leg length l. The (unconstrained) Lagrangian of the system
is then given by

L =
1

2
q̇T

 Ib 0 0
0 mll

2 0
0 0 ml


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:M(l)

q̇

where Ib,ml > 0 are the moment of inertia and the represen-
tative mass of the leg mass assumed to be concentrated at l.
Based on this M(l), we can also compute the Coriolis matrix

C(l, q̇) :=

 0 0 0

0 mlll̇ mllθ̇l
0 −mllθ̇l 0


with Ṁ − 2C being skew-symmetric. On the other hand, the
nonholonomic constraint arises from the angular momentum
conservation:

Ibθ̇b +mll
2θ̇l =

[
Ib mll

2 0
]
q̇ = 0

where we assume zero initial angular momentum.
From these, we can then easily see that this hopping robot

possesses the properties as given in Sec. II with s = [θb; θl]
and r = l; and also is passive configuration decomposable
with the condition of Lem. 1 satisfied. We can also compute

S(r) =

 mll
2

It
0

−Ib
It

0

0 1
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Fig. 7. Stabilization of vertical coin: passivity-based time-varying control
(PBVC: top); passivity-based switching control (PBSC: bottom)

with Ds(r) = [mll
2;−Ib]/It ∈ <2×1 and It := Ib + mll

2.
We then apply the passivity-based time-varying and switching
controls. For this, we choose ϕs := 1

2 (s−sd)TK(s−sd) with
K = 47 diag[0.15, 1]. Then, the condition (22) of Prop. 2 is
written by

DTs (r)

[
∂ϕs
∂s

]T
=
[

mll
2

It
− IbIt

]
K

(
θb − θdb
θl − θdl

)
→ 0

with θd? being the desired angle for θ?. This shows that if l
changes between d > 0 and (1 + α)d with α > 0, the above
condition will force s → sd while satisfying the conditions
(23) and (28), and, consequently, achieve the stabilization q →
(θdb , θ

d
l , ld). We can also easily check that Ds(r) of this system

satisfies the kinematic controllability of Lem. 3, unless l = 0.
The simulation results of passivity-based time-varying and

switching controls are presented in Fig. 5. For this, we use
ml = 1[kg] and Ib = 0.5[kgm2] with qd = (θdb , θ

d
l , ld) =

(π/4, 3π/4, 1), and achieve the convergence time respectively
around 9[sec] and 12[sec] with the termination criteria of about
ϕs ≤ 0.03. Relaxing this criteria and/or adjusting control
gains can further speed up the convergence time. How to
optimize the control gains, switching sequences, and time-
varying profile of ro(t) to maximize the convergence time is
a very interesting problem and is a topic for future research.

B. Vertical Coin

Let us consider the vertical coin [41] as depicted in Fig. 7,
whose configuration is given by q := [x; y;φ; θ] ∈ <4, where
(x, y), φ and θ are respectively its Cartesian position, rolling
angle and heading angle w.r.t. an inertial frame, with r > 0



being the rolling radius. We can then write its (unconstrained)
Lagrangian s.t.

L(q) =
1

2
q̇T


m 0 0 0
0 m 0 0
0 0 J 0
0 0 0 I


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:M

q̇

where m,J, I > 0 are the mass, the rolling and heading
moments of inertia. With M ∈ <4×4 being a constant matrix,
we have zero Coriolis matrix (i.e., C = 0). The vertical coin
is also under the nonholonomic constraint[

1 0 −r cos θ 0
0 1 −r sin θ 0

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:A(q)

q̇ = 0.

i.e., pure-rolling and no-slip constraint.
We can then see that this vertical coin possesses the

properties of Sec. II with s = [x; y;φ] and r = θ; and also
assumes passive configuration decomposition by satisfying the
condition of Lem. 1. The S-matrix in (6) is given by

S(r) =


r cos θ 0
r sin θ 0

1 0
0 1


with Ds(r) = [r cos θ; r sin θ; 1] ∈ <3. We also choose ϕs :=
ks(s− sd)T (s− sd)/2 with ks = 50. Then, the condition (22)
of Prop. 2 can be written as

DTs (r)

[
∂ϕs
∂s

]T
= ks(rx cos θ + ry sin θ + φ) = 0

with xd = yd = φd = 0 without loss of generality. This then
shows that, if we change θ among θ = 0, θ = π/2 and θ = π,
the above condition will intersect only at (x, y, φ) = 0 while
satisfying (23) and (28), implying that the stabilization can be
achieved as shown in Sec. IV. This possibility of stabilization
can also be seen by checking the kinematic controllability of
Lem. 3 (i.e., rank D̄s(r) = 3).

Fig. 7 shows the simulation results of the passivity-based
time-varying and switching controls of this vertical coin. For
this, we use m = 2[kg], J = 1.5[kgm2], I = 0.2[kgm2]
and r = 1[m]. We also choose qd = (0, 0, 0, π/4) for the
time-varying control and qd = (0, 0, 0, π/3) for the switching
control, and, as can be seen from Fig. 7, achieve convergence
time around 5[sec] and 7[sec] respectively with the stopping
criteria of about ϕs ≤ 0.1.

C. Multiple WMRs Formation Stabilization: Simulation

Here, we apply our results to the formation stabilization
problem of multiple wheeled mobile robots (WMRs), in which
we want to stabilize their relative Cartesian position to desired
values without specifying the location of each of them (i.e., po-
sition consensus [56]). Even if this problem (i.e., stabilization
to equilibria) differs from the stabilization (to equilibrium), we
use it here to illustrate our theory, since most of our results is
still equally applicable as can be seen below.

c

d

r

v θ(x,y)

(xc,yc)

X

Y

O

Fig. 8. Differential-drive wheeled mobile robot.

Let us consider N WMRs, all of them being differential-
drive WMRs as shown in Fig. 8 with the configuration of
the ith robot given by qi = [xi; yi; θi], where (xi, yi) is
the Cartesian position of the geometric center and θi is the
heading angle relative to an inertial frame. We however allow
non-uniformity among the N WMRs in their mass mi > 0,
moment of inertia Ii > 0 (about the center-of-mass (xci, yci)),
and distance di > 0 between (xi, yi) and (xci, yci). We can
then write the Lagrangian of each WMR by

Li =
1

2
q̇i

 mi 0 −midi s θi
0 mi midi c θi

−midi s θi midi c θi Ii +mid
2
i


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:Mi(θi)∈<3×3

q̇i (34)

and their nonholonomic constraint (i.e., no-slip condition) by

Ai(θi)q̇i =
[

s θi − c θi 0
]
q̇i = 0

with the corresponding unconstrained distribution Di(θi) given
by

Di(θi) = span

 c θi 0
s θi 0
0 1

 (35)

where c θi = cos θi and s θi = sin θi.
Now, in order to cast the dynamics of the N WMRs into the

setting of this paper, we write their product configuration by
q := [s; r] ∈ <3N with s := [x1; y1;x2; y2; ...xN ; yN ] ∈ <2N

and r := [θ1; θ2; ...θN ] ∈ <N . Using this q, we can then write
the product Lagrangian by L := 1

2 q̇
TM(r)q̇, with the product

inertia tensor M(r) ∈ <3N×3N also partitioned as in (8) with

M12(r) = diag[M12
1 (θ1),M12

2 (θ2), ...,M12
N (θN )] ∈ <2N×N

where M12
i (θi) := [−midi s θi;midi c θi] ∈ <2 inherited from

(34). Similarly, reshuffling Di(θi) in (35) and using q, we can
also obtain the unconstrained distribution Ds(r) (6) for the N
WMRs s.t.

Ds(r) = diag[D1s(θ1),D2s(θ2), ...,DNs(θN )] ∈ <2N×N

where Dis(θi) := [c θi; s θi] ∈ <2 from (35). It is then
straightforward to show that

MT
12(r)Ds(r) = 0

implying from Lem. 1 that the N WMRs are passive config-
uration decomposable with β(r) = 0.
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Fig. 9. Passivity-based time-varying control (PBVC) for formation stabiliza-
tion: simulation.

For the formation stabilization, we also define the navigation
potential ϕs(s) on S ≈ <2N s.t.

ϕs(s) :=
1

2
ks(s− od)T [L⊗ I2×2](s− od) (36)

where ks > 0 is the gain and ⊗ is the Kronecker product;
L ∈ <N×N is the Laplacian matrix of the graph G(V,E),
with its node set V corresponding to the N WMRs and the
edge set E containing the ϕs-potential links among the N
nodes; and od := [o1

d; o
2
d; ...o

N
d ] ∈ <2N with oid−o

j
d specifying

the desired Cartesian position offset between the ith and the
jth WMRs. Here, we also assume the graph G be undirected
and connected. Then, [L ⊗ I2×2](s − od) → 0 implies that
s − od → 1N ⊗ c for an arbitrary c ∈ <2, or, equivalently,
[xi; yi] → c + oid ∀i = 1, ..., N , that is, the WMRs attain
the desired formation shape (defined by oid), which yet can
“float” by an unspecified vector c ∈ <2 (i.e., E(2) symmetry).
For more on the graph Laplacian and its properties, see [56].

On the other hand, we utilize the control ur (24) with
ro = θo(t) · 1N or ur (25) with rσ = θσ · 1N , where
1N = [1; 1; ...1] ∈ <N . Then, the condition (22) of Prop.
2 can be written as

k


c θ s θ 0 0 · · · 0 0

0 0 c θ s θ
. . . 0 0

...
...

. . . . . . . . .
...

...
0 0 0 0 · · · c θ s θ

 [L⊗I2×2](s−od)→ 0
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Fig. 10. Passivity-based switching control (PBSC) for formation stabilization:
simulation.

where we use θ := θ1 = θ2 = ...θN with θ(t) = θo(t) for
the time-varying control or θ := θσ for the switching control.
Also, recognizing the diagonal structures in L ⊗ I2×2 due to
I2×2, we can further rewrite the above relation s.t.,

L(x− odx) c θ + L(y − ody) s θ → 0 (37)

where odx := [o1
dx; o2

dx; ...oNdx] ∈ <N and ody :=
[o1
dy; o2

dy; ...oNdy] ∈ <N with oid := [oidx; oidy] ∈ <2. Thus,
if we keep exciting θ(t) for the time-varying control (e.g.,
θ(t) = wot, w > 0) or switching θ(t) between two properly-
chosen values (e.g., θσ ∈ {π/4, 3π/4}), the relation (37) will
enforce L(x− odx)→ 0 and L(y − ody)→ 0, together imply
that [L ⊗ I2×2](s − od) → 0, and, consequently, achieve the
formation stabilization.

We perform simulations for four differential-drive non-
uniform WMRs with ks = 200. See Fig. 9 and Fig.
10 for the simulation results of formation stabilization by
the passivity-based time-varying control and passivity-based
switching control, respectively. For the simulations, we choose
(m1, I1, d1) = (1, 0.1, 0.1), (m2, I2, d2) = (2, 0.4, 0.25),
(m3, I3, d3) = (0.5, 0.075, 0.12), and (m4, I4, d4) =
(1.1, 0.2, 0.075). We also adopt the ring topology graph G.
We also choose the stopping criteria to be ϕs ≤ 0.02 with
ks = 200, and achieve the convergence times about 10[sec]
and 15[sec], respectively. We can then see from Fig. 9 and
Fig. 10 that: 1) practical formation stabilization is achieved;
2) the center point of the formation shape itself is not specified
(i.e., E(2) symmetry); 3) the passivity-based switching control



Fig. 11. Large and small WMRs with motion capture system markers.

exhibits slower convergence due to “stoppings”; and 4) ϕs
integrates both the motion planning and the feedback control
on S.

Note that, here, although the potential actions as given by
the graph G is distributed, the time-varying or switching con-
trols themselves, as developed here, are in general centralized,
because of: 1) the external excitation of θ(t) in (24) and the
switching triggering in (25) should be synchronized among
all the N WMRs; and 2) the presence of some terms that
necessitate centralized sensing/communication (e.g., Qsr(r, q̇),
Qrs(r, q̇) in (19) and (25)). How to completely decentralize
this formation stabilization by using passivity-based time-
varying and switching controls is a topic for future work.

D. Multiple WMRs Formation Stabilization: Experiment

To validate the practical applicability and robustness of
our proposed framework, we also perform the experiment
of multi-WMR formation stabilization of Sec. V-C. We use
three differential-drive WMRs, one large WMR and two small
WMRs as shown in Fig. 11, with the following identified
parameters: (ml,ms) = (4.74, 3.48)[kg], (Il, Is) = (11.4 ×
10−2, 3.32 × 10−2)[kg·m2], (cl, cs) = (13.5, 10.0)[cm], rl =
rs = 3.25[cm], and (dl, ds) = (10.0, 5.5)[cm], where ?l, ?s
denote the terms defined in Fig. 8 for the large and small
WMRs respectively. Each of the WMRs is driven by two
brushless DC motors and gearboxes with 51:1 reduction ratio
for the large WMR and 18:1 reduction for the small WMRs.
We use VICONr motion capture system to measure the
position and orientation of the WMRs with their velocities
obtained by numerical differentiation. The sampling rate of
the control-loop is 240Hz.

Similar to Sec. V-C, we adopt a ring graph G for the
three WMRs, with the large WMR being the agent 1 and
the two small WMRs as the agents 2 and 3. We also define
od to specify the desired formation shape to be an upside-
down isosceles triangle. We set the stopping criteria to be
ϕs ≤ 0.01, using the potential function (36) with ks = 65
for the passivity-based time-varying control and ks = 75 for
the passivity-based switching control.

The experimental results are presented in Fig. 12 and Fig.
13, where we can see that the three WMRs stabilize to the
desired triangle formation similar to those in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10
respectively. The stopping criteria also kick in around 12[sec]
for the time-varying control and 18[sec] for the switching
control, with their respective terminal Euclidean norm of
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Fig. 12. Passivity-based time-varying control (PBVC) for formation stabi-
lization: experiment.

the formation error settled down to 0.87[cm] and 0.99[cm].
This then clearly manifests that our proposed passivity-based
control framework can robustly stabilize even in the presence
of parametric uncertainty, unmodeled dynamics, sensor noise
and quantization, sampling effect, etc.

Of course, some discrepancies from the simulation results
are also observed, with the most notable ones being the break-
down of strict decrease of ϕs when ϕs is rather small, e.g.,
around 16 and 18 seconds in Fig. 13 and between 6 and 11
seconds in Fig. 12 respectively. Note the log-scale of log10 ϕs
there though. The main reasons for this break-down of the
strict decrease of ϕs we believe are: 1) the unmodeled dy-
namics, especially Coulomb friction and intermittent slippage
of the wheels (particularly when the speed is low or with
discontinuous switching); 2) the “energy leak” from the ṙ-
dynamics to the νs-dynamics through the imperfect decoupling
control Q̂sr(r, q̇)ṙ as explained in Sec. IV-D; and 3) imperfect
orientation synchronization of the three WMRs. A formal
robustification of our passivity-based control schemes against
some (or all) of these effects is a topic for future research, for
which the ideas in Sec. IV-D will be utilized. See also [55]
for some developments in this direction.
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Fig. 13. Passivity-based switching control (PBSC) for formation stabilization:
experiment.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a novel stabilization control
framework for a certain class of nonholonomic mechanical
systems based on passivity, which has been widely used
in many fields in robotics, yet, surprisingly missing for the
nonholonomic system control. The key development is the
notion of passive configuration decomposition, which not only
allows us to apply standard configuration-based control tech-
niques, but also to exploit the Lagrange-D’Alambert dynamics
of the open-loop system while also rendering many practi-
cally important nonholonomic mechanical systems in a new
geometric setting more favorable for control design. Based
on the decomposition, we then propose passivity-based time-
varying and switching controls, both verified by simulation and
experiment. Equivalence between certain conditions for the
controls and kinematic controllability is established; superior
robustness of our passivity-based controls and preliminary, yet,
concrete ideas for their robustification also presented.

Some future research topics include: 1) full development of
robustification using the ideas of Sec. IV-D; 2) optimization
of the switching and time-varying control actions; 3) incorpo-
ration of under-actuation in D and obstacle avoidance; and 4)
geometric coordinate-free formulation of the results reported
herein.
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